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Manifesto of Tensionism. 

Organic Building—the City in Space—Functional Architecture 
 

I 

 

Compulsion directs the new form of the city: 

 
The Country-City: the division of city from country will be abolished. 

The Time-City: time is the measure of the organization of its space. 

The Space-City: it floats freely in space in a decentralized federation  
dictated by the ground-formation. 

The Automatic-City: the processes of daily life are mechanized. 

 

What are our houses but coffins towering up from the earth into the air? One story, two storys – a 
thousand storys. Walled up on two sides, on ten sides. Stone entombed – or wood, clay, concrete. 

Coffins with airholes. 

Cemeteries have more air for the skeletons of their dead than our cities for the lungs of their living. 

Each grave has its lawn, its piece of meadow, a gravelled path to separate it from its neighbors. Each 
grave an islet of green. Each his own master: each his own settlement. [Homesteaders, let this be an 

example to you!] 

 And our cities?  

 Walls, walls, walls … 
 We will have no more walls, these armories for body and soul, this whole armorized  

  civilization; with or without ornament. We want: 

1. Transformation of the surrounding area of space into cities 
2. Liberation from the ground, abolition of the static axis 

3. No walls, no foundations 

4. A system of spans (tension) in free space 

5. Creation of new kinds of living, and, through them, the demands which will remould society. 
 

Have we found a good piece of carrion? That we remain glued to one place and there and only there 

sink in our teeth [, and seek and seek]; on the exact spot where this city of London, New York, Paris … 

is built? That we must pile on top of one another; and be afraid; and sit on one another’s neck. 
Are these YOUR questions? Whether or not the walls have ornaments? A fig for such questions! 

Leave out the walls, ye founders and venal copy-cats, draw in fresh air through YOUR own pores – 

and such a question exists no longer! Butt YOUR heads against empty space! We must have 

something to laugh about! 
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II 

 

We are satiated with architecture. We want no new editions, be they ever so well contrived. Instead 

of the old bedizzened single-faced models, plain four-faced models; for baroque curves, straight 
lines; for ogival windows, rectangular windows. The expert is bankrupt. What interests everyone is: 

how does one live among these curved or straight walls; from what sort of life, of new life, do these 

four or x faces arise? 

 
Instead of ornament, plain walls; instead of art, architecture – these are your demands. But we must 

have organic building; the city in space; functional architecture. 

Elasticity of building adequate to the elasticity of living. 

It is irrelevant whether cupolas or cubes dome man. Either way he suffocates. And your windows do 
nothing to free him. 

One must discover the urge of the age, as electricity was discovered. One must invent new life, as the 

motor was invented. Until then this life is merely a process of physical digestion. 
The new city will bring with it the solution of the problems of traffic and hygiene; make possible the 

diversity of private life and the freedom of the masses. It is not built to suffice in itself, but, by the 

strictest economy of means, to create the greatest possible abundance. 

There will exist no longer houses doming man, which shout at him: “Sleep well, eat well, and take a 
gasp of air now and then.” And with the disappearance of houses conceived in this spirit, the streets 

of huddled cubes will be resolved into free living and working areas.  

 

You have always misunderstood: 
The ringmaster of a new style hold out a circle before your noses and – hoopla! You jumped through 

it. Just now it is a rectangle. Tomorrow???  

Take care that the jade you are riding does not bolt under you, and pitch on these inquisitive noses 

into the muck. 
 

Paris, 19 April 1925        

F. KIESLER  
 


